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The authority and reputation of a medical journal is based on the number of received citations. Korean Medical Citation Index (KoMCI) provides information about citations of Korean medical journals since 2002. All six issues of KoMCI from 2000 to 2005 were used for analysis. Citations, impact factor, and their changes were evaluated. We compared the data of Journal of Korean Neurosurgical Society (JKNS) with other Korean medical journals. The impact factor (IF) of 2005 maintained increased value since 2004, although the impact factor excluding self-citation (ZIF) returned previous low value. Improvement in proportion of Korean citations and in proportions of non-self-received citations were encouraging changes. Although there were some improvements, the status of JKNS with respect to ZIF is still behind other Korean medical journals selected for comparison. Improvement of the status of JKNS by aid of KoMCI and enhanced reputation of KoMCI by its positive influence on JKNS or other Korean medical journals will be beneficial to members and medical societies of Korea.
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Introduction

The intrinsic value of a scientific publication lies in exchange of new facts. Therefore, it is natural that the authority and reputation of a medical journal is based on the number of received citations. Korean Medical Citation Index (KoMCI), sponsored by Korean Foundation for the Support of Medical Sciences, provides information about citations of Korean medical journals.

We performed citation analyses using KoMCI in order to evaluate the status of Journal of Korean Neurosurgical Society (JKNS)5-11. In addition to citation analysis using recent and previous issues of KoMCI, brief consideration of possible methods to improve the status of JKNS is presented in this article.

Materials and Methods


KoMCI provides information on how many Korean articles are cited in Korean medical journals and which journals are cited how frequently. They also present impact factors at the same way used by Science Citation Index (SCI). Since 2005, every data of KoMCI became available on internet.

All six issues of KoMCI were used for analysis.3-6 Citations, impact factor, and their changes were evaluated. We tried to find out what is to be done to improve the status of JKNS by comparison of our journal with other Korean medical journals. The selected journals for comparison was as follows: Journal of Korean Neurological Association (JRNA, ISSN 1225-7044), Yonsei Medical Journal (YMJ, ISSN 0513-5796), Journal of Korean Medical Science (JKMS, ISSN 1011-8934), Korean Journal of Radiology (KJR, ISSN 1229-6929). JKNA was selected because it dealt similar field in medical science. The
other three were selected because they were indexed in Medline
or Scientific Citation Index (SCI).

Results

The number of annually published articles in JKNs was
between 210 and 280. There were about 19.4 references
per article, and this figure showed no remarkable change from
2000 to 2005. During the year from 2000 to 2003, the propor-
tion of Korean reference remained stationary in about 5%
(aboukt one Korean citation per article). This figure rose to
about 8% (about one and half Korean citations per article)
during recent 2 years (Table 1).

The impact factor (IF) showed remarkable improvement in
both numeric value and rank since 2003. The IF decreased
a little at 2005, although it is still higher compared to those
of years between 2000 and 2002. With respect to the impact
factor excluding self-citation (ZIF), there was a marginal
improvement. The rising trend of ZIF between year 2002 and
2004 was not sustained (Table 2).

JKNs received citations from 13 to 20 Korean medical jour-
nals. More than four out of five received citations were from
JKNs itself. The number of received citations increased to 401
at 2004, considerably higher than during 2000 to 2003. Al-
though the number decreased at 2005, the number of non-
sel citations increases remarkably. The number of received
citations from medline or SCI indexed journals in recent 2
years returned to 0 as in years from 2000 to 2003 (Table 3).

Table 1. Changes of Citation Data of Journal of Korean Neurosurgical Society

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of</th>
<th>Number of</th>
<th>Korean Journal</th>
<th>Citations</th>
<th>Korean citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>articles</td>
<td>citations</td>
<td>per article</td>
<td>per month</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>5.048</td>
<td>275 (44.47)</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>5.076</td>
<td>233 (45.99)</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>4.001</td>
<td>227 (45.67)</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>4.722</td>
<td>277 (55.87)</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>4.728</td>
<td>300 (58.48)</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>3.764</td>
<td>331 (63.58)</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Change of Impact Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of</th>
<th>Number of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>articles</td>
<td>citations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-2</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-1</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-2</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-1</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-2</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-1</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-2</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-1</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These changes were compared to other Korean medical journals. JKNs showed remarkable improvement between 2002 and 2003 in IF, whereas that of JKN showed little change. However, despite to recent improvement, ZIF of JKNs remained lower value than that of JKN. When IF and ZIF of JKNs were compared to those of journals indexed in Medline or SCI, the difference in ZIF became more prominent, although IF was in similar range (Table 4).

Discussion

KomC1 provides many valuable informations including
the number of citations, impact factors, from which journals the citations came from, and how many journals were cited at a journal. All of the informations provided by KomC1 became available since 2005 (Fig. 1). Anyone who has access to internet is able to know how many an article is cited and which journal cited.

By using previous issues of KomC1, the authors had performed citation analyses. In this article, by using all six issues of KomC1, we tried to evaluate the current status and trend of changes of JKNs. One of the encouraging findings is improvement in proportion of Korean citations in 2004 and mai-
in the number of citing journals, there would be improvement in ZIF.

With respect to IF and ZIF, the increased IF remained stationary at 2005. However, ZIF returned to previous low values, both in numerical value and rank (Table 2). It was much lower than those of Medline or SCI-indexed journals, and lower than that of JKNS (Table 4). The low value in ZIF probably results from the number of citing & cited journals. When compared to JKNS, JKNS cited 19 journals and received citations from 24 journals excluding itself, whereas JKNS cited 38 journals and received citations from 36 journals.

During the year 2000 and 2006 there has been many changes in JKNS. The design of cover, formation of article were changed, new items such as ‘inside story’ and ‘in the next issue’ were added. Review articles of experts with world-wide reputation were added. Only English manuscripts were accepted since January 2005.

In addition to change in formation of JKNS, several projects were done to improve the system of JKNS. Workshops for peer review of manuscripts, preparation of English manuscript, methods of statistical analyses were held in order to improve the process of peer-review and to help the authors to improve the quality of their manuscripts. We published several articles in order to evaluate the current status of our journal, and to notify it to the readers. 2,20-11. In order to enhance the accessibility of JKNS to native and foreign investigators, the journal became accessible on internet in portable document format(PDF), either on JKNS homepage or on link to Koreaed. In order to improve the peer review process and to promote for foreign authors to submit manuscripts of good quality, we are trying to implement on-line submission and review system.

There has been some noticeable improvements in status of JKNS. It has been enlisted in Korean Research Foundation (KRF) since 2003. Enlisting in KRF, government organization founded to promote and support academic activities, means authentication of its quality status among Korean scientific
journals. The journal has been indexed in Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) since January 2006. Such achievements result from cooperation of members of Korean Neurosurgical Society (KNS), and the improved status of JKNS is a reward for such effort.

Although JKNS has achieved some improvements, there are still long way to go. We hope that JKNS is to be indexed in internationally well-known database, such as Medline or SCI. The only way to accomplish this goal is improving the quality of articles of JKNS. Articles of high quality will result in enhanced citation and impact factors. Journal of high-quality papers with many received citations will have higher chance to be indexed in internationally well-known databases. Improving the quality of articles starts from preparation of manuscript. Before submission of manuscripts, authors are to check their manuscripts in reviewer's and reader's point. Reviewers are to evaluate the manuscripts to enhance the strong point and to make up for the weak point. The editorial committee is required to do constant effort to improve the process of review and editing. Therefore, cooperation of all the members of KNS is essential.

The more citations one journal gets, the more competition of manuscripts for publish. Only manuscripts with high quality would pass such competition, and such manuscripts will draw more interests and more citations. By this way, journals with high IFs can maintain or improve their status further. All the members of KNS should take part in task of improving the quality of JKNS. If the members of KNS do not have enthusiasm for JKNS, the chance of JKNS to be improved enough for enlist in Medline or SCI would be very low.

The only and objective methods of evaluating the status of a scientific journal is citations. Whether JKNS is in the way of progress or not can also be evaluated by data provided by KoMCI, because the data it presents is a reflection of the status of our journal. With KoMCI, we can evaluate whether the projects formed to improve the status of JKNS are successful or not. Being interested in KoMCI, and trying to improve the status of JKNS with its data is easy and feasible way to achieve our goal of indexing in Medline or SCI. It is of great fortune for Korean members of medical society that such invaluable information is available without any charge.

The painstaking contribution for establishing and maintaining KoMCI is to be appreciated. If JKNS or other Korean medical journals can improve their reputations by the aid of KoMCI, it would be more influential in Korea and possibly in foreign countries. Such complementary improvements in Korean medical journals and KoMCI will be real and fruitful reward those who devoted for establishment of KoMCI.

**Conclusion**

KoMCI provides objective data on citations of Korean medical journals. Success of our effort to improve the status of JKNS can also be evaluated KoMCI. Improvement of the status of JKNS by aid of KoMCI and enhanced reputation of KoMCI by its positive influence on JKNS or other Korean medical journals will be beneficial to all the members and medical societies of Korea.
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